KENDALL
CONNECTION
LIVE ONLINE
The Digital Transformation Journey

FREE SEMINAR
SEMINAR INFORMATION
Can your plant keep pace with current technology? Can you
respond with urgency given current conditions? Find out by
joining in on an informative discussion surrounding Digital
Transformation. Collaborate with industry professionals at
Kendall Electric to ensure your Digital Transformation journey
is headed in the right direction.
During this Kendall Connection Live event, you will learn
about the importance of having a sound infrastructure,
reliable process automation controllers, and discuss various
analytical and visualization tools.
You will leave the session with a better understanding of how
to support past, present, and future uses of data, as well as
appropriate questions to ask as you continue your Digital
Transformation development.

REGISTRATION

When: September 17, 2020
2:00-3:30pm
Where: Online
(Using Microsoft Teams)

*Session link will be sent via
email prior to the KCL date.

Register online at keinc.info/k917

*Seminar is free to attend, but registration is required.

Network Design Considerations for Digital Transformation—This discussion
will review the considerations to help you design and deploy a scalable,
reliable, and secure network infrastructure.
Cybersecurity in the Manufacturing Environment—We will
touch on enhanced remote access, network and security health
monitoring, access control and role-based segmentation in a
structured, scalable manner.
Integration of Data Sources—Controllers are the work
horses of your manufacturing facility. We will cover how
future-ready controllers ensure connectivity between
smart devices and deliver real-time information that
feeds up through your connected plant.
How IoT Platforms and Analytics Can Transform
Operations—The Digital Transformation journey
helps customers to capitalize on industrial Internet
of Things (IoT) to unlock value where our physical
and digital worlds converge. This discussion will
cover how smart-factory technologies can result
in an integrated information solution to help
increase productivity, heighten plant efficiency,
and lower operational risk.

The need for Digital Transformation is stronger
than ever and current challenges demand the
urgency for adaptation and increased efficiency.

VISIT US ONLINE

View all Kendall Electric training opportunities
online at kendallelectric.com/training

